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News for 2019 from Siemens Home Appliances. For
more information, visit siemens-home.bsh-group.com
The future’s moving in.

Siemens Home Appliances

A world full of exciting
possibilities.
Home Connect

The fascinating world of connected home appliances makes your life easier. Easily
control your home appliances from any location using the Home Connect app.

Design

Siemens stands for streamlined, multiple award-winning designs, clear lines
and timeless aesthetics.

Speed

Siemens home appliances feature fast, time-saving programmes that give
you one thing above all: more time for the good things in life.

iSensoric

Intelligent, sensor-controlled technology allows home appliances to think for
themselves, making your home smarter, more efficient and more convenient.
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Connected appliances
for a connected life.
When intelligence meets connectivity: the wifi-enabled Siemens appliances that
blend into your seamless life. Start managing your appliances whenever you want,
from wherever you are – with Home Connect. Discover all new possibilities at
connectivity-erleben.de
Remote Control.
Let your appliances adjust to your timetable. With the
Home Connect App you can easily select programs and start
your wifi-enabled Siemens appliances whenever you want.
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Remote Monitoring.
Thanks to Home Connect, peace of mind is just a click away:
monitor your appliance’s settings and receive push notifications when your selected program is finished.

Home Connect | IFA News

Remote Diagnostics**
Remote Diagnostics enables customer service to connect
remotely to Home Connect Appliances and diagnose potential failure causes. This will enable the technician to better
determine where the problems lie and bring along the
necessary spare parts for the on-site visit.

Download and
install Home
Connect App

*Not applicable for Siemens hobs.
*For selected wifi-enabled appliances only.
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Every connection lets
your world grow.
Experience life at home totally a new – through new connections
that open up exciting possibilities. Siemens Home Appliances aims to deliver innovative products and services that
go beyond their traditional functions and meet their customers’ needs no matter how much they shift. Supporting a
perfect flow in the daily life and enhancing every lifestyle
through full control over speed and time in daily routines,
as well as allowing self-expression.
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With Home Connect app, you can control your wifi-enabled
Siemens home appliances on your smartphone. And now
this technology has evolved into something bigger: an
ever-growing network of partner services that turns your
house into a connected home. Discover a life next level
full of exciting possibilities Siemens-home.bsh-group.com

Home Connect Partner | IFA News

Partners brought to you by Home Connect
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An award-winning
blend of technology
and design
“Siemens stands for an aesthetic of lasting value,
which means a design that’s captivating in any
environment.”
Gerhard Nüssler, head designer at Siemens
Made in Germany: Among other places, Siemens
home appliances are manufactured in six German
factories that employ about 14,000 employees.

KG56NHX3P refrigerator
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TESTSIEGER
GUT (2,2)
Zusammen mit einem
weiteren Gerät

Im Test:
8 teilintegrierbare
Geschirrspüler, 60 cm

Ausgabe 07/2017
www.test.de

WM14W570 washing machine1

SN558S06TE dishwasher2

17HP22

Siemens SN558S06TE

HB634GBS1 oven3
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1

Winner, Stiftung Warentest issue 10/2017. 2 Winner Warentest issue 07/2017. 3 Winner, Stiftung Warentest issue 03/2017.
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Washing and drying to perfektion.
Siemens presents the new avantgarde:
washing and drying to perfection.
Break with conventions, discover new points of view and
create something extraordinary that crosses boundaries.
That’s how innovations originate. That’s avantgarde:
The starting point for ground-breaking developments,
for new perspectives and possibilities. An avantgardist is
a pioneer, just like Siemens. With the avantgarde laundry
appliances, Siemens pursues its goal of revolutionising
homes as we know them – with a pioneering design that
makes your life more beautiful and technology that
simplifies your everyday world.
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Laundry care is now state-of-the-art.
A modern, minimalist design meets innovative technology
that simplifies your everyday world. That’s avantgarde.
The blue light ring is the visual highlight of our washers
and dryers. The inclined control panel and iSelect display
ensure optimal legibility and ergonomic, intuitive control.
That’s avant-garde, too. The seamlessly integrated door
with the tap-to-open button and the high-quality
chromeLine leave a lasting impression every time.
avantgarde is all this and much more. It turns laundry
appliances into genuine design icons on the cutting
edge of technology.

avantgarde | IFA News

Design meets innovation.
The new avantgarde.
Washing to perfektion.

sensoFresh
system

i-Dos

stainRemoval

Fast and effective odour removal with active oxygen:
sensoFresh System.
The sensoFresh System quickly and effectively eliminates odours
without washing: perfect for delicate and non-washable fabrics.
Active oxygen neutralises smells in just 30 to 45 minutes, depending
on the intensity of the odour – for an immaculate appearance
whenever you need it.

Reimagine the dispensing of laundry detergent: i-Dos.
Based on the type of clothing, size of the load, water hardness and
stain level, the Siemens avantgarde washing machine automatically
regulates the amount of detergent – for perfect results and minimal
use of resources.

Redefine clothes washing: stainRemoval system.
The stainRemoval system removes the 16 most stubborn stains.
Whether it’s tomato, grass or red wine, the stainRemoval system
automatically knows how to remove the stain.

Drying to perfektion.
intelligent
Cleaning
system

iSelect

autoDry

Rediscover drying: with the intelligentCleaning system.
The intelligentCleaning system offers maximum convenience
without sacrificing performance. Whereas other dryers require
that the filter be cleaned after every cycle, the intelligentCleaning
system reduces this effort to a minimum.

Simplified operation: iSelect display.
The iSelect display has an intuitive, smartphone-like user interface
and a large selection of washing programmes – for the most
convenient laundry care possible.

Extraordinarily smart: autoDry.
With autoDry, your laundry is dried with no risk of shrinkage.
Thanks to intelligent sensor technology, your dryer automatically
knows the right temperature for every item of clothing – for
perfectly dry clothing with minimal energy consumption.
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Pleasant memories stay. Unpleasant odours don’t.
Happy memories are too valuable to let them be spoiled
by unpleasant odours. Although you can’t prevent your
clothing from absorbing odours, thanks to the sensoFresh
Programme and the use of active oxygen, you can now
eliminate odours in a heartbeat – without washing and
even from extremely delicate fabrics. So enjoy your parties,
your adventures and your banquets to the fullest – and
your clothing as well, even the very next day.

Discover the benefits of active oxygen with the
revolutionary sensoFresh System.
Active oxygen is the next major advance in laundry care.
The sensoFresh System is the optimal solution for removing
a wide range of odours. Active oxygen removes them easily
and thoroughly – leaving your laundry pleasantly fresh and
hygienically clean.

The laundry care revolution carries over to the next
appliance class.
You can now discover the benefits of this ground-breaking
innovation in the iQ500 washing machines as well.
A programme that makes your life easier and guarantees
extraordinary results.
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Fast and effective odour
removal. sensoFresh.

sensoFresh
Programme

Fast and effective odour removal
with active oxygen:
the sensoFresh System.
The sensoFresh System quickly and
effectively eliminates odours without
washing: perfect for delicate and
non-washable fabrics. Active oxygen
neutralises smells in just 30 to
45 minutes, depending on the intensity
of the odour – for an immaculate
appearance whenever you need it.

Hygiene

Hygienically clean laundry even at
low temperatures: the Hygiene Mix
Washing Programme.
The Hygiene Mix Washing Programme
is ideal for delicate fabrics that can’t be
washed at high temperatures. Thanks
to active oxygen, laundry is hygienically
clean – even when washed at low
temperatures between, for example
30° and 40° Celsius.

Drum Clean

Meets your highest hygiene
standards:
the drumCleaning Programme.
The drumCleaning Programme
prevents the formation of odours inside
the washing machine’s drum. Active
oxygen stops the accumulation of
odour-causing bacteria and ensures a
hygienically clean washing machine.
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The first combination washer/dryer
with an integrated, automatic,
precision dosing system: i-Dos.

i-Dos

The world’s first integrated, automatic,
precision dosing system: i-Dos.
The innovative i-Dos system determines
the precise amount of detergent and fabric
softener that your laundry needs. Depending
on factors as variable as fabric type, load
size, water hardness and degree of soiling,
it dispenses detergent efficiently and to the
precise millilitre – for even more perfect
fabric care and superior washing results.

Equipped for up to 20 loads: the i-Dos dosing chambers.
You don’t need to add detergent for each wash cycle.
Just fill the two chambers with enough liquid detergent
and fabric softener for up to 20 loads and it will be saved
for future use.

Saves up to 7,062 litres of water per year.
Up to 7,062* litres: That’s how much water you can
potentially save per year with the i-Dos automatic dosing
system compared with manual dosing, according to the
independent wfk Institute for Applied Research.

* Potential annual savings with i-Dos compared with a standard household washing machine with manual dosing in a conventional easy-care programme and based on
an average of 220 loads per year. Source: wfk Institute for Applied Research, Research Report WL 5132/10. Individual results may vary.
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Download and
install Home
Connect App

10kg
6 kg
Washing +
Drying

A
Energy

Washing and drying in a single appliance:
the iQ500 washer/dryer with i-Dos.
The washer/dryer that combines all the
advantages of a state-of-the-art Siemens
washing machine with those of an efficient
condensation dryer. You can wash and dry
up to six kg of laundry in one procedure,
without waiting for the washing cycle to
finish, without transferring the laundry to
the dryer and without re-entering settings.
Laundry has never been easier or more
convenient.

Automatic, moisture-controlled drying – gentle and
precise.
To prevent uneven drying, the temperature and moisture
are precisely measured and controlled by sensors. Your
laundry is dried especially gently and requires less energy
and time for ironing. Perfection.

Lots of room for your laundry: 1 to10 kg load.
You can now wash up to 10 kg of laundry at once. Even
large items fit easily in the roomy drum with room to
spread out.
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With the times – against the clock. Greater efficiency for more
free time. How can you gain time? By using it more efficiently –
and this includes waiting less and living more. The time-saving
speed technology of Siemens dishwashers helps.

varioSpeed
Plus

Wash and dry at three times the speed:
varioSpeed Plus.
Pressing the varioSpeed Plus button reduces
dishwashing time by up to 66 percent.*
The reduced time shows up immediately
on the time-remaining display. The result:
dishes that are always perfectly cleaned
and dried in the shortest possible time.
* Does not apply to the pre-rinse or quick wash programmes.
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brilliantShine
System

Innovative features for inspiring results:
brilliantShine system.
Experience four perfectly synchronised,
innovative features in just one washing
cycle – for a brilliant shine and an everyday
life full of sparkling highlights.

Speed | IFA News

Technology as brilliant as your
glassware. brilliantShine.
Great moments start with small details. Like perfectly shiny glasses directly out
of your dishwasher – with no additional polishing. Now it’s easy thanks to the
new brilliantShine system with Zeolith®-Drying.

The innovative functions of the brilliantShine system:

Zeolith®Drying

Innovative drying with a brilliant shine:
Zeolith®-Drying.
The innovative, patented Zeolith®-Drying
technology is based on a natural mineral
that transforms humidity into heat energy.
This results in extremely gentle but effective
drying conditions.

Shine & Dry

Brilliantly delivers what it promises:
Shine&Dry.
The Shine&Dry feature uses additional rinse
water to remove all the residues of detergent
and extends the gentle drying phase. This
delivers a shine you can truly rely on and a
smile whenever you open your dishwasher.

Raw Water
Valve

glass 40

Now makes your glassware shine even
longer: Raw Water Valve.
The Raw Water Valve is an automatic watersoftening system for a long-lasting sparkle.
It minimises glass corrosion as well as
detergent residue and optimises the whole
cleaning process by pumping fresh water
into the cycle.

Specialising in gentle cleaning: the glass
40° programme.
The glass 40° programme is specifically
designed to treat delicate glasses the way
they deserve: very gently. It reduces the time
and temperature of the cleaning cycle and
creates shiny results you can rely on.
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Download and
install Home
Connect App

Home Connect.
Thanks to the integrated Home Connect app, you can operate your
refrigerator remotely and conveniently from any location. Not only do
you get storage tips, you can also conveniently control the temperature
and humidity from wherever you are. If you accidentally leave the door
open or if the temperature rises unexpectedly, you’re automatically
notified.
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Superior in both
design and
function.
hyperFresh
premium 0° C

LED light

The new, giant hyperFresh premium 0°C freshness drawer.
The new, giant hyperFresh premium 0°C refrigerator features
a new operating concept. Thanks to a display integrated in the
handle with motorised humidity control operated by touch,
setting the temperature and humidity level have never been
easier. The metal telescopic rails with two 40 litre removable
boxes are pure luxury, with the added benefit that the optimal
humidity level keeps foods fresh up to three times longer.

Premium LED lighting concept.
Thirty-eight brilliant and invisible LEDs brightly illuminate the
entire refrigerator compartment. An LED spotlight also provides
ideal lighting in the hyperFresh premium drawer. The brightness
can also be precisely adjusted to the desired intensity, so your
refrigerator always looks hygienically clean and tidy.

Superior design and a larger usable volume.
With its stunning black glass design, the refrigerator isn’t just
flexible in everyday use, it’s also extremely convenient. Daily
access to food couldn’t be easier thanks to the generous doubledoors and ergonomically positioned drawers on the lower level.
And best of all, the larger usable volume leaves nothing to be
desired.
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There’s even room
for the future.
Thanks to two cameras installed inside the new KG56NHX3P XXL refrigerator, you can
view your foods from any location using the Home Connect app. So when culinary
inspiration hits, it’ll take just a few seconds to learn the ingredients you need to buy.
For more information, visit www.connectivity-erleben.de.

No
wall distance

hyperFresh
Plus
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Perfectly integrated: no distance to side
walls needed.
Siemens’ new coolFlex appliances with Skin
Condenser technology don’t require gaps at
the sides, meaning that they can be installed
right up against other objects. The innovative
hinges let you pull out the drawers at a dooropening angle of just 90 degrees. It all adds
up to superlative convenience.

Keeps fish, meat, fruit and vegetables
fresh up to two times longer: hyperFresh
plus with humidity control.
A slider lets you adjust the humidity level in
the hyperFresh plus drawer to the drawer’s
contents, guaranteeing an ideal humidity
level that preserves flavour, vitamins and
nutrients longer.

Download and
install Home
Connect App

side-by-side
| IFA |News
Category
Title

side-by-side. A new dimension
of cooling and freezing.
With their bar handles and satiny matte finish, the new side-by-side appliance
KA95NAX3P in stylish black inox lend an air of elegant professionalism.

noFrost

Never defrost again.
noFrost.
With noFrost, an air circulation system draws
humidity out of the freezer compartment.
This means the air stays dry to reliably
prevent ice formation in the refrigerator
compartment and frost build-up on foods.

LED light

Light up the dark: the LED light concept.
The new, long-lasting LED lights integrated
flush with the side walls illuminate the
interior evenly with no glare. An LED spotlight
lights up the freshness zone from above
(iQ500 Series and later).
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LED light
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Light up the dark: the LED light concept.
The new, long-lasting LED lights integrated
flush with the side walls illuminate the
interior evenly with no glare. An LED
spotlight lights up the freshness zone from
above (iQ500 Series and later).

Built-in Combination Refrigerator/Freezer | IFA News

Benefits that won’t
leave you cold.
Discover the new built-in cooling appliances from Siemens.

hyperFresh
premium 0° C

easy
Installation

Keeps food fresh up to three times longer:
hyperFresh premium 0°C.
The hyperFresh premium 0°C drawers – one
with humidity control for produce and one for
fish and meat – offer great advantages with
their different humidity levels and temperature of about 0° Celsius.

noFrost

Never defrost again. noFrost.
With noFrost, an air circulation system draws
humidity out of the freezer compartment.
This means the air stays dry to reliably
prevent ice formation in the refrigerator
compartment and frost build-up on foods.

EasyInstallation: even easier to install
thanks to pre-mounted screws.
Installation is as fast as it’s safe and uncomplicated with the new Topline appliance models.
Almost all the brackets are pre-mounted,
including the fastening screws. All you have to
do is tighten the screws with a screwdriver and
the refrigerator is perfectly integrated into the
kitchen unit.
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The less-ordinary kitchen
experience. The iQ700
built-in appliances.
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iQ700 Built-in Appliances | IFA News

A built-in appliance range that reaches new heights
in home appliance design. The iQ700 Ovens and the
iQ700 built-in appliance range. A seamless design that
complements every kitchen. All appliances in the iQ700
built-in appliance range can be combined perfectly
with each other. Thanks to the coherent front panels,
it doesn’t matter whether you arrange the appliances
side by side or on top of each other: The result is always
pleasing to the eye.

varioSpeed

cookControl
Plus

TFTTouchdisplay
Plus

pulseSteam

varioSpeed: one press of a button. Twice as fast.
It’s easy to be twice as fast: All it takes is a single press of a button.
The integrated microwave not only helps defrost and heat the
food, it also speeds up the preparation of all your dishes in the
oven by supplementing the selected heating mode – with perfect
results. With the varioSpeed feature, your food is cooked in up to
50 percent less time with the press of a button.

Preinstalled setting recommendations guarantee the best
results for a variety of dishes: cookControl Plus.
Simply select the required dish and enter the weight, and the
cookControl Plus feature immediately recommends custom
settings for perfect cooking. This lets you reliably achieve the
best results with the many dishes contained in cookControl Plus.

TFT Touchdisplay Plus: Operating your oven has never been
easier.
Thanks to a user-friendly menu structure and easy-to-use touch
navigation, operating your oven is child’s play. Let the iQ700 oven
guide you through the varied menu and enter your personal
cooking preferences.

Crispy crusts and juicy roasts: the pulseSteam feature.
Thanks to the regular addition of steam to conventional heating
methods, it’s now easier than ever to prepare perfect dishes. The
moisture on the surface of the food evaporates, leaving it crispy
on the outside and moist or juicy on the inside.
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Designed to enchant. It’s time to outdo yourself – with new built-in appliances from
Siemens. The new iQ500 ovens and cooker sets invite you to enjoy cooking with
all your senses. Even before you start preparation, the modern design makes you
hungry for more. Clear lines and structures, sophisticated materials and an inspiring
lighting concept open up new horizons in your kitchen. Innovative features like
coolStart, fast preheat, cookControl and activeClean® save you a tremendous
amount of time for enjoying the truly beautiful things in life.
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The definition of speed.
The new iQ500 ovens.

coolStart

varioClip rail

coolStart: no pre-heating necessary for
frozen foods.
The preparation of frozen foods has never
been faster – thanks to the innovative
coolStart function. You can prepare many
dishes quickly and with no pre-heating –
which is an especially nice way of saving time.

varioClip rails: Maximum flexibility is
simple with telescopic rails on any level.
The varioClip shelf rails offer maximum
flexibility. Thanks to the quick and easy
fastening system, you can attach telescopic
rails at any level in your oven.

fast preheat

activeClean®

fast preheat: Achieve the right oven
temperature faster.
Thanks to innovative fast preheat, your oven
pre-heats at lightning speed – without consuming more energy. In about five minutes,
it reaches a temperature of 175° Celsius (with
3D hot air Plus).

activeClean®: the automatic
self-cleaning system.
Thanks to the innovative activeClean® function,
your oven now cleans itself. Just remove the
loose residue and the oven does the rest.
At the touch of a button, all deposits from
baking, roasting and grilling turn to ash at
high temperatures, and you’ll simply wipe
up what remains with a cloth.

Special bonus with the new iQ500 ovens.

lightControl

lightControl: intuitive control thanks to the
illuminated control knob.
The new lightControl control knob illuminates
each heating symbol you select with a stylish
blue light, transforming the act of selection
into an intuitive and exciting experience.
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The new iQ500 cooker sets
with TFT display.

coolStart

varioClip rail

softClosing
Door

Oven carriage

coolStart: no pre-heating necessary for
frozen foods.
The preparation of frozen foods has never
been faster – thanks to the innovative coolStart function. You can prepare many dishes
quickly and with no pre-heating – which is an
especially nice way of saving time.

varioClip rails: Maximum flexibility is
simple with telescopic rails on any level.
The varioClip shelf rails offer maximum
flexibility. Thanks to the quick and easy
fastening system, you can attach telescopic
rails at any level in your oven.

Door with softClose: The new door closes
softly and quietly.
The new door with softClose cushions the
closing process so completely that the door
always closes gently.

fast preheat

activeClean®

Telescopic
shelves –
three levels

Oven carriage:
Never burn your fingers again.
The racks, baking sheets and pans attached to
the back of the door are pulled forward for
you when you open the oven door, making all
your dishes easily and safely accessible.

fast preheat: Achieve the right oven
temperature faster.
Thanks to innovative fast preheat, your
oven pre-heats at lightning speed – without
consuming more energy. In about five minutes, it reaches a temperature of 175° Celsius
(with 3D hot air Plus).

activeClean®: the automatic self-cleaning
system.
Thanks to the innovative activeClean® function,
your oven now cleans itself. Just remove the
loose residue and the oven does the rest.
At the touch of a button, all deposits from
baking, roasting and grilling turn to ash at
high temperatures, and you’ll simply wipe
up what remains with a cloth.

Triple fully extendable telescopic rails:
a better view and greater stability.
You can pull baking sheets, racks or the
universal pan all the way out of the oven
on three levels – 17 cm farther than with
conventional telescopic rails. They’re as
smooth as they’re stable, and nothing can
tip over.

Starting in November 2018: unique features for the iQ500 cookers.
Download and
install Home
Connect App

Home Connect: Operate your appliances
from wherever you are, whenever you
want.
Technological innovations are making every
area of life smarter and more connected,
changing your daily routine one step at a
time. Now they’re finally moving into your
home. With Wi-Fi-capable Siemens home
appliances and Home Connect.

TFT-Display

TFT display: easy to read and intuitive to
operate.
Let your oven guide you through the menu so
you can easily find the right settings for your
dishes.
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Unique together: the hob with an
integrated extractor module.
The combination of cooktop and ventilation offers you more flexibility in the
planning and use of your kitchen. Enjoy the convenience of an open kitchen
where the extractor module is integrated directly into the kitchen island.
Cooktop and ventilation are merged into one appliance that’s both stylish
and unique. The ventilation system design also matches the cooktop design
and gives you a myriad of options that are intuitive to operate.

inductionAir: the best of two worlds.
The inductionAir system combines two great appliances:
a flexInduction cooktop and a sensor-controlled ventilation
system. This modern concept lets you enjoy more freedom
in kitchen planning to create a kitchen that uncompromisingly reflects your personal vision.

radiantAir: the radiantly beautiful innovation.
The new radiantAir system is the latest innovation in this
series of built-in ventilation systems. Harmoniously integrated into the cooktop, it provides a modern ventilation
solution for classic cooktops.
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downdraftAir: conspicuously inconspicuous.
The downdraftAir system conceals itself directly behind the
cooktop where it waits until it’s needed. As soon as the
cooking process begins, the ventilation system can emerge
and extract kitchen steam directly, before it has a chance to
escape into the room. When retracted, the system is barely
visible and emphasises the clean design of your kitchen.

modulAir: maximum flexibility in kitchen planning.
The modulAir system opens up an abundance of new
possibilities for customising your kitchen: You can now
individually select and combine the type, features and
size of your cooktop. The additional integrated extractor
module ensures even more flexibility when cooking.
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This cooktop knows
no limit.

freeInduction
Plus

Greater flexibility for even more options.
From now on, your cooking is no longer bound by limitations. With the freeInduction Plus full-surface
induction hob, you can freely position up to six pots and pans of different sizes anywhere on the hob and
move them wherever you want. You’re no longer bound by pre-set cooking zones and have even more
cooking options.

activeLight

Information at a glance.
The activeLight sheds a brand-new light on your cooking experience. Thanks to the blue light from the light
strips, you immediately see which cooking zones are activated and the functions that are selected. Cooking
has never been more intuitive.

powerMove
Pro

Cook like a pro.
With powerMove Pro, you can change the power level while you cook just by moving your cookware.
You can select various power levels in five steps: Just move your pot or pan from the front to the back,
and the hob responds immediately by adapting the power level. So you can cook like a real pro.
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When the goal is to create more options in every
situation, total flexibility is essential – and that’s
especially true in the kitchen. The freeInduction Plus
full-surface induction hobs from studioLine are the
ideal foundation for turning the preparation of any
food into a genuine cooking experience.

TFTTouchdisplay
Plus

varioMotion

cookConnect
system

Everything under control.
The colour TFT Touchdisplay Plus optimally displays the position, size and shape of your cookware and is
intuitive to operate.

Any place is the right place.
To allow you more freedom when cooking, varioMotion remembers the heat setting for each piece of
cookware: You can move them freely across the cooktop and the new cooking zone automatically adapts
the temperature.

Perfect interaction between hob and extractor hood.
With cookConnect, your Wi-Fi-capable hob and Wi-Fi-capable extractor hood communicate directly with
one another and automatically coordinate their settings – so that you can concentrate on cooking.
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The cooktop with unlimited possibilities: flexInduction Plus from
Siemens. If you want complete freedom when you cook, induction
is the optimal solution. Because flexInduction Plus taps the full
potential of this technology, it open up a whole range of new
options. The vision of a smart cooktop that allows you to cook
more freely and flexibly than ever before has finally become a
reality.
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As flexible and versatile as
your life. flexInduction Plus.

flexInduction
Plus

Adapts to your needs: flexInduction Plus.
Whether you use a small saucepan or a large paella pan:
With flexInduction Plus, the cooking zones are automatically
adapted to the size of your cookware up to a diameter of
30 cm and can be combined as needed so that everything
is heated evenly.

TFTTouchdisplay

It’s all in your hands: the new TFT Touchdisplay.
With the TFT Touchdisplay, it’s even easier to keep an eye
on multiple pots and pans. Operate all features from the
cooktop – with no rotary knobs.

cookConnect
system

Your cooktop is in charge: cookConnect system.
Thanks to the convenient cookConnect system, many
functions of the hood can be controlled directly from
the cooktop: for example, selecting the power level and
adjusting the lighting.

powerMove
Plus

powerMove Plus: Upshift the heat by shifting the pan.
PowerMove Plus lets you separate your hob into three
different heating zones with pre-set levels that range from
preheat to keep warm. Intuitively position your cookware
to activate the heating zones with no extra manual control
– fully automatically, just by moving the cookware. With
the slight pressure of a finger, you can activate the powerMove Plus feature and the adjacent cooking zones.

Dual
lightSlider

Dual lightSlider: Follow your intuition.
With the dual lightSlider, you can completely control all
your cooking zones with just one finger, easily selecting
and combining the different zones.
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IFA News | Ceiling Hood

Amaze the eye – by
upgrading your kitchen.
Discover the new Siemens ceiling hoods – the ultimate
design highlight in your kitchen. A brilliant outlook
for your kitchen. The new ceiling hoods are the ideal
complement to any kitchen. In addition to high-quality
materials and a timeless design, they’re also impressive
for their performance. State-of-the-art technology
ensures that kitchen vapours vanish into thin air.

cookConnect
system

climate
Control Sensor
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Your cooktop is in charge: cookConnect system.
Thanks to the convenient cookConnect system, many functions of
the hood can be controlled directly from the cooktop: for example,
selecting the power level and adjusting the lighting.

Automatically adapts the extraction rate to the amount of
steam: the climateControl Sensor.
The innovative climateControl Sensor is hidden from view inside
the air duct. It measures vapour and odours while you cook and
automatically adjusts the extraction rate accordingly. When you
finish cooking, it operates in after-running mode for an additional
ten minutes before shutting off completely – which ensures that
the air in your kitchen stays fresh.

Ceiling Hood | IFA News

Download and
install Home
Connect App

Your extractor hood is ready for more:
Home Connect.
The new extractor hood is delivered Home Connectready – for use with the intuitive app for iOS and
Android that allows you to access and control all
the features of your extractor hood via your
smartphone or tablet. For example, adjusting the
extraction rate or lighting and receiving status
notifications directly on your mobile device.
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IFA News | Consumer Products

Intelligently controlled.
The new Q 8.0 Siemens Extra Class vacuum cleaner with
intelligent autoControl technology.

For intelligent cleaning:
Siemens powerSensor.
The intelligent powerSensor technology
continuously monitors the appliance’s
performance and adapts it as needed.
Losses are compensated fully automatically
by increasing the motor power just enough
to ensure thorough cleaning results. This
guarantees that your appliance is always
operating at its optimal performance level.

autoControl

The intelligent sensor that automatically detects
conditions: autoControl.
The autoControl technology lets you vacuum without interruptions, even when you’re cleaning a range of different floor
types. This is possible thanks to a sensor that measures the
level of negative pressure and regulates it as necessary. The
nozzle is automatically prevented from adhering to the floor
surface, ensuring a consistently pleasant cleaning experience
combined with a consistent level of cleaning performance.
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Powerful cleaning that’s also extremely quiet:
activeSound Control.
Finally, it’s quiet from the nozzle to the exhaust, thanks to
activeSound Control. Just a few decibels make all the difference between unbearably loud and comfortably quiet. The
entire appliance concept, from the nozzle to the shielded
exhaust area, was optimized to reduce noise and redesigned
to provide first-class cleaning power at a low noise level.

Consumer Products | IFA News

Customised enjoyment.
Perfectly adapted to your taste.
The Siemens EQ.9 plus fully automatic coffee machine –
the ultimate in technology and design.

Download and
install Home
Connect App

Perfect interactions bring perfect enjoyment:
iAroma system.
Thanks to the iAroma system, the Siemens fully automatic
coffee machines provide distinctive quality with every cup.
The perfectly connected system – comprising a ceramic
grinder, water pump and smart brewing unit – guarantees
a seamless interaction of all the technical components,
resulting in a perfect aroma and a uniquely pleasurable
experience.

Home Connect: perfectly connected to
your fully automatic coffee machine.
Conveniently operate your fully automatic
coffee machine via your smartphone or
tablet. Discover the exclusive world of the
Home Connect app: for example, coffeeWorld, which offers you international
coffee specialities. Or you can preload
several drinks to your coffeePlaylist and
prepare them one after the other. It’s the
most convenient way to become the
consummate host.

Separate bean containers, unadulterated flavour:
dualBean system.
Perfect coffee enjoyment with exactly the beans you want:
Two separate bean containers, each with its own grinder,
ensure an unadulterated flavour choice at all times.

Automatic cleaning of the milk system: autoMilk Clean.
Ensures perfect hygiene with every drink. Milk residue
simply doesn’t get a chance to develop.
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